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Outline
1. “Illegal aliens” LCSH
2. Alternatives to LCSH
3. Other cataloging 

Diversity, Equity, & 
Inclusion Efforts

4. How we did the work 

I. Mariko ― WCCLS
II. Heather ― State 

Library of Oregon
III. Emily ― Deschutes 

Public Library

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The format of this presentation is as follows:Each presenter will speak for about 15 minutes and discuss the same four points:1. “Illegal aliens” LCSH2. Alternatives to LCSH3. Other cataloging Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Efforts4. How we did the work By having the three of us share our experiences on the same topics, but working at different institutions with different resources, we hope to shed light on how catalogers at any library can find ways to make their catalogs more equitable, diverse, and inclusive. 



Washington County 
Cooperative Library Services

Mariko Kershaw  (Mah-ree-koh Ker-shaw)
Cataloging Librarian
she/her/hers



1 “Illegal aliens” LCSH

In 2020, WCCLS added 20 English & 5 Spanish language local 
headings to bibs in our ILS w/LCSH containing the term alien(s).

English Examples
 Alien criminals → Noncitizen 

criminals
 Illegal alien children → 

Undocumented immigrant 
children 

Spanish Examples
 Undocumented immigrant 

children → Niños
inimigrantes
indocumentados

 Noncitizens → No 
ciudadanos



2
Alternatives 
to LCSH

 Spanish language headings
bidex, embne, qslb, shples

 MeSH
 Enslavement & Enslaved Persons

 Homosaurus
650 _0 $a Heterosociality. $2 homoit
 Local Headings
655 _7 $a #OwnVoices. $2 wccls
655 _7 $a First nations. $2 wccls



3
Other 
Cataloging 
Diversity, 
Equity, & 
Inclusion 
Efforts

 Replacing slaves/slavery in 
520 notes

 Sharing monthly LCSH list
 Zoom discussions

 Change the Subject 
 Cataloging Code of Ethics
 Spanish language materials

 GATOS: Greater Access to 
Our Spanish materials



4.1

How We Did the 
Work―

Planning & 
Implementing



4.2

How We Did 
the Work―

Technical 
Aspects

Bulk Editing Sets of Records



”
“ I think generally, in our society, 

change is incremental, and real 
change, enduring change, 
happens one step at a time.

RUTH BADER GINSBERG

CONFIRMATION HEARING

JULY 1993



“What’s in a Name?” Quite a Bit! 
Vocabularies Matter!

State Library of Oregon
Government Information and Library Services

Heather Pitts (she/her)
Cataloging Services Librarian



1. “Illegal aliens” LCSH
LCSH To Replace LCSH To Substitute Additional Term to Add Source
Illegal aliens Immigrants Undocumented 

Immigrants
ERIC

Illegal alien 
children

Immigrant children Undocumented 
Immigrants

ERIC

Children of illegal 
aliens

Children of 
immigrants

Undocumented 
Immigrants

ERIC

Alien detention 
centers

Detention of 
persons

detention complexes AAT

Aliens Immigrants Foreign Nationals ERIC
Alien criminals Criminals Foreign Nationals ERIC
Alien property Property Foreign Nationals ERIC



1. “Illegal aliens” LCSH, cont.

 Example User Display  Example MARC Display
Tag Field content
245 00 Illegal aliens : $b analysis and 

background.
650 _0 Immigrants $z United States.
650 _0 Emigration and immigration 

law $z United States.
650 _7 Undocumented Immigrants. 

$2 ericd
651 _0 United States $x Emigration 

and immigration.



2. Alternatives to LCSH

 Homosaurus Vocabulary
 Domestic partnerships
 LGBTQ veterans
 Youth (LGBTQ)
 and more…

 ERIC Thesaurus of Descriptors
 Economically 

Disadvantaged

 Medical Subject Headings 
(MeSH)
 Enslaved Persons
 Enslavement

 Local
 Forced removal and 

incarceration of 
Japanese Americans, 
1942-1945



3. Other Cataloging Diversity, Equity, 
and Inclusion Efforts

 Terms where an adjective is 
used for a group of people
 Blind 
 Deaf
 Developmentally disabled
 Hearing impaired
 Mentally ill

 Other terms
 Oriental
 Problem children
 Problem youth
 Child prostitution
 Teenage prostitution
 Juvenile delinquents

 Equity Lens



4. How We Did the Work

 ILS: Symphony (SirsiDynix)
 Discovery layer: Enterprise (SirsiDynix)
 Authorities Service: SirsiDynix, quarterly
 Consortium?: No, but shared ILS

 Deciding to proceed
 One-time big update
 Keeping current “Work in Progress” by Kevan (Flickr, CC BY 2.0) 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/kevandotorg/6229660191/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/kevandotorg/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


“
”

“What’s in a Name?” –
Words matter

Emily O’Neal (she/her) – Deschutes Public Library



Introduction and Land 
Acknowledgment

 My name is Emily O’Neal, I work at Deschutes Public 
Library in Bend Oregon.  

 Bend, Oregon is on the traditional homelands of 
Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs, in particular, the 
Northern Paiute peoples.



1. “Illegal Aliens” within LCSH

 Changed our bibliographic data to 
“Undocumented Immigrants”

 Using our ILS, we were able to run a list for all 
iterations and globally update the terms.

 Does need regular maintenance to keep up-to-
date



2. Alternative Vocabularies to LCSH

Identifying Terms –
Government Protected Classes

 Sexual orientation

 Familial status

 Veteran status

 Genetic info

 Pregnancy

Added Areas of focus to 
include:

 Sexual orientation

 Familial status

 Veteran status

 Genetic info

 Pregnancy



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Browse thesaurusIdentify headings of focus based off the above listed protected classUse the ERIC term identifiedAssess the heading with the following:Decide if you want to use this headingDetermine if this subject heading is one to add to our current records or Replace an LC subject headingReview narrower, use instead, and broader terms for additional possible changes/additions



3. Other Cataloging Efforts

 Mixed Race People Multiracial persons 

 Tomboys – remove

 Poor  Economically Disadvantaged 
(eric)

 Add:
 LGBTQ People (ERIC) or LGBTQIA+ (local)

 #ownvoice (local)

 BIPOC (local)

• Add Local Subject Headings
• Or any other keyword indexed 

field!
• Also looking at 385/386 author 

and audience characteristics.



If “this”, replace with/add “that”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create a worksheet of the changes you want to outlineOurs is nearly 200+ terms long!



4. How We Did The Work

Option 1: In-house cataloger work using global update 
functionality
Option 2: Load profiles as part of your ILS record loading
Option 3: Authority Vendor bibliographic update profiles



Automatic, but not perfect

 You will still need catalogers for the grey areas! No computer program can do all of the 
work.

 You can add the broader terms with more confidence but narrower terms will need 
human intervention
 Example:

 Adding Native American tribe and region information

 Okay to add “Economic status” to all books with subject heading “poverty” but cannot immediately add 
“poverty” to all subject headings with “Economic status”.

 Be careful with full removal of subject headings
 Remember this is an access point – would someone still use that term to search by?
 If so, is that term so offensive that you are accepting removal of the access point in favor of a 

more sensitive catalog?



Remember that the catalog is an 
extension of your library, it is a part of 
your brand and the words and terms 
used represent you. Make sure you 

can stand behind those words.



Q&A

Mariko – marikok@wccls.org
Heather – Heather.PITTS@slo.Oregon.gov
Emily – emilyo@deschuteslibrary.org

mailto:marikok@wccls.org
mailto:Heather.PITTS@slo.Oregon.gov
mailto:emilyo@deschuteslibrary.org
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